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The Laundry.
Construction and Arrangement.
The room should be built under the same roof 
as the house, without steps, leading into the yard.
THE WALLS should be ventilated, and the 
windows so placed that the person washing would 
not be standing in a draught.
THE FLOOR is best made of concrete.
The copper, draining board, and three tubs should 
be in a line together, on one side.
TAPS. One should be over the.copper, and one 
over each tub.
CUPBOARDS should be built in for holding the 
materials used in laundry work.
A STANDING BOARD should be placed in front 
of the tubs.
A few shelves are very useful.
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Laundry Equipment.
FURNITURE AND UTENSILS NEEDED,
1 Beeswax cloth 1 Ironing table tz
1 Bucket y 1 Knife
1 Clothes basket ^ 1 Laundry brush
1 Clothes horse Lines
1 Clothes stick 1 Mangle
Copper 1 Peg bag and pegs
1 Dipper ^ 1 Polishing board
3 Dusters 1 Saucepan for soap
2 Enamel basins v 1 Shirt board
1 Enamel bucket 1 Skirt board
1 Goffering iron 1 Sleeve board
Irons 'Z 1 Soiled linen basket
2 Ironing blankets Tubs. L/
2 Iron holders 1 Washing Board
2 Ironing sheets 1 Wooden spoon
2 Iron stands 1 W ringer
Care of Equipment.
BUCKET—Wash, dry, and turn  it upside down.
BLANKET.—Air after using. Wash when soiled. 
See lesson washing blankets.
CLOTHES BASKET.—Wipe after being used, 
dry in the shade.
COPPER.—Allow to cool, clean grate; when 
brickwork is cool, remove water, clean copper with 
monkey soap or vinegar and salt, rinse and dry well. 
Clean the lid and place it over the copper.
GOFFERING AND CRIMPING TONGS.—To 
clean goffering and crimping tongs; wipe over with 
kerosene or turpentine, then dry thoroughly; never 
use sand soap on them ^
IRONS.—Remove all stains with monkey soap, 
thoroughly dry, and polish. Keep in a dry place. 
Stand on side or end, not face downward. Rust may 
be removed with powdered bath brick and olive oil.
ELECTRIC IRONS.
HOW TO USE.
1.—Place plug attached to cord of iron into power 
point.
2.—Turn on the power.
3.—Allow iron to heat standing on end.
4.—When sufficiently hot commence ironing. It 
will heat in about 3 minutes.
5.—Turn power off if iron becomes too hot.
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6.—If called away whilst ironing turn off tin 
power and stand iron on end—it should always he 
placed in this position when not being used.
7.—Do not allow iron to become overheated.
8.—When finished ironing first tu rn  off power, 
then detach cord from power point.
9.—Avoid using the iron when covering of cord 
has become worn and frayed. I t  should be 
repaired.
10—It is dangerous to wear damp or wet shoes 
whilst using an electric iron; also avoid standing on 
concrete floors—a rubber standing mat should be 
provided.
TO CLEAN AN ELECTRIC IRON.
Allow to cool standing on end. Cleanse surface 
with a damp cloth and whiting, plate-powder or 
Bon-Ami. Polish off with a dry duster. Place iron 
and cord in a box or stand on end in a dry cup­
board.
IRONING SHEETS.—Air after using. Keep free 
from holes, as they cannot be patched; put into 
general wash every week; avoid scorching.
MANGLE.—Relieve the pressure by unscrewing 
the rollers, wipe them with a damp cloth, never 
scrub.
Oil the screws once a week with machine oil, wipe 
well with a cloth, and cover mangle to protect it 
from dust.
W hen necessary, clean the cogs with kerosene, 
remove this with a soft cloth before oiling.
CONCRETE OR ZINC TUBS.—After washing, re­
move stains with monkey soap ; rinse and thoroughly 
dry them.
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WOODEN TUBS.—A fter use, empty, wash inside 
and out, scrub with sand soap and cold water, rinse. 
Half fill tubs with cold water to prevent them w arp­
ing and cracking.
ROPE LINES.—Wipe with a damp cloth befor.' 
use, and only put up when required. If exposed 
to all weathers, they perish.
When not in use, keep in cupboard, away from 
dust.
WIRE LINES.—Always wipe with a damp cloth 
before hanging the clothes,
WOODEN PEGS.—When new, bring to the boil 
in cold water, rinse and dry in the shade. After be­
ing used, if soiled, wash, dry, and keep in a peg 
box or bag.
WRINGER.—Loosen rollers, and if stained, clean 
with monkey soap, rinse and wipe dry, oil when 
necessary and remove loose oil with a cloth moist­
ened in kerosene.
List of Materials Used.
Ammonia 
Disinfectants 
Oxalic Acid
Alum
Beeswax
Benzine
Blue
Borax
Bran
Chalk
F u lle r’s Earth
Gum-arabic
Kerosene
Methylated Spirits 
Naphtha
Injurious.
Salts of Lemon 
Washing Soda
Non-Injurious.
Pa ratline Wax 
Petrol 
Rice 
Salt
Saffron, Coffee, Tea 
(For tinting nets, laces, 
thin silks and curtains). 
Soap 
Starch 
Turpentine 
Vinegar 
W ater
Materials.
WATER.—For laundry purposes, water may be 
classified as either ‘‘so ft” or “ hard .” W ater has 
the property of being able to dissolve other sub­
stances, hence its ability to cleanse clothing.
SOFT WATER readily unites with soap, and 
forms a lather.
HARD WATER will not readily form a lather, 
therefore it is neeessary to use a larger amount of
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soap, and some chemical substance as well. H ard­
ness is caused by the presence of mineral matter.
Rain water is the softest, and artesian bore water 
generally the hardest.
W ater may be softened in some cases:
(1) By adding chemical substances, as washing 
soda, borax or ammonia;
(2) By boiling, after which the mineral matter 
settles. The w ater should be carefully poured off.
(3) By exposure to the air overnight, when the 
mineral matter settles.
The amount of chemical needed varies according 
to the degree of hardness. Test by making a lather 
with soap. The Metropolitan water supply requires 
no softening.
SOAP.
SOAP is made by combining fat with caustic soda.
The fats used may be (1) animal; or (2) 
vegetable.
The animal fat is tallow or refuse kitchen fat, and 
vegetable fat is the oil of certain tropica] plants, 
the chief of which is cocoanut oil.
The alkali (soda) enables the fat in soap to mix 
with the water.
The uses of soap a re :
(1) To loosen dirt.
(2) To dissolve grease.
(3) To soften water.
Use good quality soap as inferior brands are often 
adulterated, and have an injurious effect on clothes.
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Well dried soap is more economical than when it 
is in a soft state. Good household soap can be made 
a I home from refuse fat.
RECIPE FOR SOAP.
INGREDIENTS: 4 pts. water, 1 lb. unsalted fat, 
4 ozs. resin, 4 ozs. caustic soda, 2 ozs. borax.
METHOD: Boil all ingredients quickly together 
until the mixture drops thickly from the spoon. Use 
a rather large vessel and stir frequently while 
boiling.
Pour into a tin  or a shallow box lined with a 
damp cloth. Allow to dry for two days then turn 
out and cut into blocks.
H arden well before using.
MELTED SOAP OR SOAP JELLY.
Half pound good soap, 1 quart water. Slice soap 
thinly, and put in an old saucepan. Cover with 
water and place on the fire. Still till it dissolves, 
but do not allow it to boil. Pour into a jar, cover 
and allow to cool. I t makes a lather more quickly 
and easily than flaked soap. I t  is used in the wash­
ing w ater for silks, woollens, coloured cotton 
materials, etc., for steeping; also for the copper when 
boiling white clothes.
STARCH.
STARCH is obtained from rice, maize, wheat and 
potatoes. Rice and maize starch are commonly used 
in N.S.W.
I t is used for stiffening materials, and improving 
appearance.
COLD WATER STARCH (Raw Starch).
Ingredients: 2 tablespoonfuls starch, 1 cup colb 
water, half cup boiling water, half teaspoonful 
borax, little good soap and 8 drops turpentine.
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Method.—Blend stareh with cold water (it is best 
to cover ad let it stand overnight if possible). Pour 
this water off and throw it away. Add 1 cup cold 
water, mix smoothly, add dissolved borax in the 
boiling water and enough soap to make a lather. 
This starch is used for collars, cutfs, shirt fronts, 
belts, nurses’ caps and other articles which have to 
hr made very stiff.
STARCHING.
Clothes are starched for the following reasons:
(a) To improve appearance by giving stiffness
and gloss to linen and cotton materials.
(b) To keep clothes clean longer.
(c) To prevent stains soaking into the fabric.
(d) To make garments easier to wash.
(e) To make garments dry more quickly.
BOILED STARCH.
INGREDIENTS: 2 tablespoons starch, 3 table­
spoons cold water, ^ teaspoon borax, ^ teaspoon tu r­
pentine, a kettle of boiling water,
METHOD: Put the kettle on to boil. Blend the 
starch with the cold water, powder the borax and 
mix it with the starch.
Pour the boiling water in quickly, stirring well 
until quite clear and thick. Add the turpentine, stir 
in a little blue water to make it a pale blue shade. 
Cover with a clean cloth to prevent skin forming 
and protect it from dust.
Before using, dilute with water until desired con­
sistency is obtained.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RAW AND BOILED 
STARCH.
Raw Starch gives greater stiffness than Boiled 
Starch for the following reasons:—
1.—In boiled starch the heat of the boiling water 
bursts the starch cells and this thickens the water.
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In raw starch the heat of the iron bursts the 
starch cells in the linen, which gives a much greater 
stiffness.
2.—When using boiled starch the material is wet, 
when using raw starch the material is dry and 
therefore absorbs more starch.
3.—In raw starch a larger proportion of starch is 
used to the same amount of water.
BORAX.
BORAX is manufactured from Boracic acid and 
carbonate of soda; also found in a natural state in 
dried-up lakes in California, etc. Always dissolve 
in boiling water before use.
USES: (1) To soften w ater; (2) To add to starch 
to give increased stiffness and a gloss; (3) To add 
to w ater when boiling white clothes; (4) In the 
washing of white or cream woollens or silks (not 
coloured materials).
AMMONIA is a by-product of coal gas. I t softens 
water and helps to draw out dirt and grease. It i'^  
used chiefly in the washing of undyed silks and 
woollens. Use 1 tablespoon to 1 gallon of water (do 
no use for colours).
SALTS OF LEMON is a strong chemical, used 
for removing stains, as dry ink, iron rust, iron 
mould, fru it stains, etc., from white cotton or linen 
fabrics.
OXALIC ACID is also a strong chemical which 
may be used in the same way as salts of lemon. It 
has an injurious effect on the hands, so do not put 
them in the solution.
RICE.
RICE is used for making rice water for stiffening 
fine and dainty white cotton articles, voiles, nets, 
muslins and lace.
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RICE WATER.
Ingredients:—loz. riee, 1 quart water.
Wash the rice, place in water, cook 20 minutes, 
strain carefully.
Use the liquid for stilfening fine and dainty 
white materials, as net, lace, voile, muslins, etc.
VINEGAR.—Vinegar hardens water. I t is placed 
in the rinsing water to prevent dye running. Vinegar 
helps to brighten faded colours, and to remove 
verdigris from copper. Use two tablespoons to one 
gallon of water.
WASHING SODA is chiefly used to soften hard 
water, and to draw out dirt and grease from very 
soiled articles. I t is also used to remove blood 
stains. Always dissolve before use.
INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF WASHING SODA.
(1) I t shrinks and hardens woollens; also makes 
them yellow.
(2) I t ruins silks and injures white clothing^^'"
(3) I t draws out colour and makes them run.
(4) I t has an injurious effect on the hands.
BLUE.—Is used to keep white clothes a good 
colour, and to preserve the colour of black materials, 
and all shades of blue and gray. I t does not dissolve 
in water. % e  fine particles float for a time but 
eventually sink. See process of blueing, page 37.
DISINFECTANTS: Use colourless disinfectants 
so that articles will not be stained. Any one of the 
f(J]owing will be suitable;—Sanitas, Jeyes’ Fluid, 
Eucalyptus, Solyptol.
Use 2 tablespoons to a gallon of water, place in a 
bucket or small tub and carry to the patient's room, 
place infected articles in, and remove the tub or 
bucket and allow articles to soak for 6 hours. Wash 
and boil in ordinary way.
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DISINFECTING should be done immediately 
clothing or bed linen is removed from patient or bed.
BRAN is the outer covering of the wheat grain. 
It is used to make Bran W ater for the washing 
and stiffening of cretonne, chintz, art work, etc. 
It is not used for white articles. ( See bran wash­
ing, page 63).
BRAN WATER.
Ingredients:—1 cup bran, 1 quart water.
Place bran in the water, bring slowly to the boil, 
simmer for 20 minutes. Strain carefully.
It has cleansing, as well as stiffening properties, 
and is used in the laundering of cretonne, chintz, 
coloured fancy work, and art work.
It is preferable to starch, as it only gives a slight 
stiffness and colours are not so liable to run.
For washing the above-named articles, use equal 
quantities of bran w ater and tepid w ater; and for 
stiffening, use as made in recipe.
KEROSENE OR PARAFFIN is a mineral oil and 
has a powerful action on grease. I t  is used in the 
laundry for the following purposes:—
1.—To clean wheels of mangle and screws of 
wringer.
2.—To remove grass stain, see page 29.
3.—To remove paint stains, see page 32.
4.—For kerosene or paraffin washing, see page 56.
TURPENTINE is used for removing paint and 
varnish stains. Added to starch it enables the iron 
to glide smoothly over material.
GUM-ARABIC.—Gum-arabic is obtained from a 
species of Acacia tree.
It exudes from the trunk of the tree.
It is collected, clarified, and allowed to solidify.
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Uses of Gum-arabic:
(1) For stiffening silk, fine laces (white, col­
oured and black), net, ribbons, fine muslins 
and voiles.
GUM WATER.
Ingredients:—loz. Gum-arabic, 1 pint boiling 
water.
Crush, wash and soak gum till soft. Pour boil­
ing water on gradually, cover and stand aside, 
stirring occasionally till quite dissolved.
Strain through muslin, bottle and keep air tight.
It is used instead of starch as a stiffening agent. 
Allow 1 tablespoon of the fluid gum to 1 pint of 
tepid water, for net, lace, black and coloured 
materials as silk, muslin, voile, etc.
I t is especially suited for black and coloured 
materials as silk, muslin, voile, etc.
ALUM.—Alum is used in laundry work for rin­
sing materials, to render them less inflammable. It 
also imparts a slight stiffness.
METHYLATED SPIRITS.—Used in the rinsing 
water for silk materials. It gives them a slight 
gloss, and keeps white silk a good colour. Use 1 
dessertspoon to each gallon of water.
BEESWAX.—Beeswax should be enclosed in a 
four-fold calico covering, thus making a pad for 
waxing irons.
It gives a smoothness to the surface of the iron, 
which causes it to glide smoothly over the material.
PARAFFIN WAX.—A by-product of kerosene. 
May be used in the same way as beeswax.
PETROL, NAPHTHA and BENZINE.—Mineral 
oils of a highly inflammable nature. Used in dry- 
cleaning materials. See page 51.
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Care should be taken to keep them well stop 
pered, clearly labelled, and out of the reach of 
children,and never use near a naked fire or light.
FRENCH CHALK and FULLER’S EARTH.— 
In the form of a powder, is used in removing mildew 
stains, and for dry-cleaning white articles.
COFFEE, TEA, of SAFFRON, in a weak solu­
tion, is used for tinting nets, laces and muslins.
Saffron may also he used for tinting silks, muslins 
and voiles.
SALT is used in rinsing water for all coloured 
material, to prevent the dye running and to brighten 
the colour. Use 2 tablespoons to each gallon of 
water. I t  is also used when removing ink, blood and 
fru it stains.
CHOICE OF A DAY.
Washing should be done weekly, as it is unhealthy 
to allow soiled articles to accumulate.
To lighten labour and to obtain good results, 
certain preparations should bo made the day before.
Tuesday is a suitable day, because preparations 
can be made on Monday.
PREPARATION.
(1) Collect all soiled clothes.
(2) Sort into heaps, according to size of wash 
and variety of articles. No set list can be gi\en 
which will suit every home.
(3) Mend all articles, except socks, stockings and 
v.mollen underwear.
(4) Remove stains, as ink, fruit, iron rust, etc., 
as the soda in the soap often fixes the stain.
(5) Soak all white articles.
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(6) Prepare the fire under the copper; fill the 
copper, put the lid on. Have plenty of fuel in 
readiness.
(7) See that all necessary materials are in stock.
Make melted soap (soap jelly).
(8) Pay special attention to housework and do
extra cooking on Monday, so that there will be
less to do on Tuesday.
Cleaning of Laundry.
(After Use).
Leave the laundry clean and tidy after use.
Thoroughly clean all equipment, being careful to 
dry zinc and galvanised iron ware. Dust and tidy 
shelves and cupboards, re-label jars if necessary, and 
pijt everything in its proper place.
Make list of materials needed for next washing 
day.
Scrub all white wood. Loosen screws on wringer 
and mangle, and place covers over, to protect from 
dust.
Turn buckets and loose tubs upside down.
Cover copper and fixed tubs.
Polish brasswork, clean brickwork. Sweep floor 
and mop or scrub it.
Allow room to dry, and air thoroughly before 
closing up.
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Removal of Stains.
GENERAL RULES.
1.—Remove while fresh, as the stain is more easily 
treated.
2.—Employ the simplest methods first, and per­
severe.
3.—Wet around a stain to prevent it spreading.
4.—Only use strong chemicals as a last resource.
5.—Dissolve strong chemicals in boiling water and 
use immediately.
6.—After use, wash out all traces of chemical.
7.—The simple means of removing stains include: 
bleaching in sunshine, hot water, common salt, 
lemon, milk, borax, chalk, soap, kerosene, turpen­
tine, unsalted fa t or lard.
8.—The strong chemicals generally used a re : 
salts of lemon, or oxalic acid. A fter using either 
of these, the material treated should be soaked in 
bi carbonate of soda and w ater (in the proportion 
of 1 teaspoon to 1 pint), to counteract the injurious 
effect of the acid, then thoroughly wash.
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Stains.
WET INK.
1.—Steep at once in sour milk or butter m ilk ; 
failing these, use sweet milk. Change milk as it 
becomes discoloured. Rinse in clean water, then 
wash in warm, soapy water. Rinse well and dry.
2.—Soak with lemon ju ice; rub salt o n ; place 
ill sunshine for a time. Rinse well and repeat pro­
cess several times. If this fails, use borax with the 
salt and rub well.
3.—If all else fails, use salts of lemon as for iron 
rust.
4.—Use hot milk only for coloured materials.
Note.—There is a great difference in the various 
kinds of ink, some being much more difficult to 
remove than others.
Materials also differ in texture.
Wet ink, if not removed, will be converted into 
iron mould in the laundering process.
BLOOD STAINS.
Steep in cold water, to which a small quantity of 
common salt or washing soda has been added.
Rinse well, wash and dry in the ordinary way. 
These stains should never be placed in hot water.
GRASS STAINS.
Sponge with soap and water, or wash and boil 
with a little kerosene in the water (white cotton 
only). Place Woollens and coloured materials over 
a pad, rub lightly with kerosene, then sponge with
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soapy water, rinse and press when almost dry; or 
sponge with methylated spirits. If this fails treat 
in same way as fru it and wine stains. Page 31.
SCORCH STAINS.
If  material is slightly scorched, damp it and 
put in sun. If  mark does not come out, damp, 
rub with common soap and place in sunshine; rinse 
soap out before ironing.
AXLE GREASE AND TAR.
Remove surface ta r ;  place material on a pad and 
rub with lard or fa t or with kerosene and salt. 
Change or tu rn  the pad when soiled. A fter stain 
has been removed, sponge coloured material with 
petrol, or wash and boil white materials in ordinary 
way.
MILDEW (FOR W HITE MATERIAL ONLY).
Wet fabric, rub with common soap and sprinkle 
with powdered chalk or salt. Place in the sunshine 
and keep moist.
Renew the treatm ent each day till the stain 
disappears.
If  this fails after several attempts soak the fabric 
in a weak solution of oxalic acid (half teaspoon to 
cup warm w ater). Rinse in w ater containing bi­
carbonate of soda (1 teaspoon to 1 pint of water).
Chloride of lime may also be used in the fol­
lowing w ay :—Take 2 ozs. chloride of lime and 1 pt. 
ccld water, place lime in a basin and mix it to a 
smooth paste with a little of the water, then add 
the remainder and cover the basin. Stand for a day, 
shaking occasionally, then allow lime to settle. Skim 
it well, strain off clear water into a bottle and keep 
tightly  corked. Wet a cloth with this solution and 
rub the stain gently, afterwards laundering in usual 
manner.
If material is stained all over, soak in water with
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solution added in the proportion of 3 tablespoons to 
each pint.
This method may also be used for bleaching 
articles which have become a bad colour.
TEA, COFFEE AND COCOA.
1st i\Iethod: Place stained part over a large basin 
and pour boiling water through, working from the 
outside to the centre.
2nd M ethod: If 1st method fails, add borax to the 
boiling water and use the same way. Allow 1 tea­
spoon borax to each pint of boiling water. Before 
treating the stain, wet round it with cold water 
to prevent spreading.
DRY COFFEE STAINS.
Dry coffee stains are removed from silk fabrics 
with warm glycerine; launder in the usual way.
IRON MOULD, IRON RUST AND DRY INK.
1st M ethod: Try lemon juice, salt and borax as for 
wet ink. If this fails, try  2nd method.
2nd M ethod: Dissolve half a teaspoon of salts of 
lemon, oxalic acid or salts of sorrel in a cup of 
boiling water.
Dip stain in this solution and rinse well in clean 
warm water to which has been added  ^ teaspoon of 
carb. soda to each cup.
ARUM LILY STAINS.
Rub stain with a mixture of equal quantities of 
glycerine and raw yolk of egg; and repeat until the 
stain disappears.
FRUIT, WINE, AND JAM STAINS.
While still fresh and moist, cover stain with salt 
and pour through a quantity of boiling water. If 
necessary, bleach in the sun.
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MUD STAINS.
Allow to dry, then brush off with stiff brush. If 
on coloured material afterwards sponge with p e tro l; 
if on white material, wash and boil in usual way.
CANDLE GREASE.
When dry, remove surface grease, then place 
blotting or thick brown paper over and under and 
press with a warm iron.
TO REMOVE PAINT STAINS.
WET PAINT STAIN.
If on white washing materials. Wash first in 
warm, soapy water. Then boil it with paraffin in 
the w ater as if for paraffin washing (see page 56), 
and again rub between the hands, using soap and 
water. Rinse and dry.
FOR DRY PAINT STAINS ON WHITE 
MATERIAL.
Steep stain in turpentine, and then rub well in 
the turpentine. Wash in warm, soapy water, and 
finish in the ordinary way.
TO REMOVE PAINT FROM COLOURED 
MATERIALS.
Place stain over a towel or pad, and rub it with 
cl rag moistened with turpentine. Rub the way of 
the grain, and commence on the outside of the 
slain, and work to the centre, afterwards launder in 
usual manner.
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List of Processes.
PROCESSES OP LAUNDERING W HITE COTTON 
MATERIALS.
1—Collecting
2—Sorting
3—Mending
4—Removal of stains
5—Soaking or Steeping
6—Washing
7—Rinsing
8—Boiling
9—Second rinsing 17—Airing, mending
10—Blueing woollens, etc.,
11—W ringing putting away
12—Starching
13—Hanging out and 
drying
14—Damping and 
Folding
15—Ironing
16—Mangling
To Keep White Clothes a Good 
Colour.
1.—Do not allow them to become too soiled before 
washing.
2.—Use plenty of clean water and good quality 
soap.
3.—Wash quite clean before boiling.
4.—Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap before 
blueing.
5.—Avoid excessive use of washing soda and other 
chemicals.
6.—Pass quickly through the blue water.
7.—Hang out to dry as soon as possible in bright 
sunshine.
COLLECTING.
Gather up everything on Monday that is to be 
washed, so tha t articles may be sorted, and if neces­
sary mended and stains removed.
SORTING.
Divide soiled clothing into various sections, 
according to its nature.
A Sample list:—
(a) Fine articles and table linen.
(b) Bed and body linen, bedroom towels.
(c) Handkerchiefs.
(d) Curtains.
(e) Coarse things, as kitchen towels, dusters, etc.
(f) Coloured articles.
(g) Silks.
(h) Woollens.
(i) Stockings and socks.
Be careful to take everything out of pockets of 
aprons and children’s clothes.
Be watchful for pins in garments.
Place all new articles on one side to be steeped 
and washed separately. The “ dressing” in new 
articles spoils the lather (it hardens w ater). I t  is a 
good plan to wash woollens on a different day.
MENDING.
Mend before washing all articles which are to be 
boiled, starched and ironed.
The darn or patch will look better and show less 
if done before washing and ironing.
Tim hole or tear would probably be made larger 
during washing.
Woollens, socks and stockings are mended after 
they are washed.
SOAKING OR STEEPING.
Only white linen or cotton goods should be soaked.
Have half a tub of water in readiness.
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Add a little melted soap and dissolved borax. 
Place large articles in the bottom of the tub, and 
smaller articles on top.
Rub soap on soiled parts, as neck-bands, cuffs, 
fronts, etc., roll up tightly to retain the strength of 
the soap.
Handkerchiefs may be soaked separately.
Use a little dissolved washing soda in w ater for 
coarse articles.
Curtains should be well shaken to free them from 
dust, and soaked separately.
Allow all articles to soak overnight. Turn taps 
off tightly  or plug with a cork.
Advantages of soaking are: (a) dirt is loosened 
without much labour, and so saves time; (b) It saves 
wear and tear of articles and less cleaning material 
is required.
WASHING.
1.—Prepare a tub of warm water.
2.—Use good quality soap and a little dissolved 
oorax in the water.
3.—Do not wash clothes in the water in which 
they have been steeped; allow it to drain off them.
4. - -Wash fine articles first, without much rub­
bing, using a little soap on soiled parts.
5.—For larger articles, rub well between the 
hands, and dip up and down in the water, to remove 
loosened dirt.
6.—Use a washing board for large, coarse or very 
soiled articles.
7.—A laundry brush is a great help, when used 
on the board, for hems of skirts or anything very 
soiled.
8.—Change the water when necessary.
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9.—New articles should be steeped in cold water 
and washed separately, as the “ dressing” in them 
hardens water.
10.—Towels used for sea bathing, should be 
washed separately, as the salt in them hardens 
water.
FIRST RINSING.
A fter washing, rinse articles well before putting 
them in the copper, to free them from any remain­
ing loosened dirt, and also from the w ater in which 
they were washed.
Open articles out well, lift up and down in the 
water, wring by hand, open out and place in copper.
BOILING.
1.—Have cold or tepid w ater in the copper and 
add to it a little melted soap, and about 1 dessert­
spoon of dissolved borax.
2.—Clothes should be washed quite clean before 
boiling; if put in the copper while dirty  they will 
give all the other articles a leaden colour.
g_—Boil all white linen and cotton articles.
4.—The reasons for boiling a re :
(a) To purify them.
(b) To keep them a good colour.
5.—Small, fine articles should be placed in an old 
pillow-slip or calico bag. I t  is best to have holes in 
the corner of bag to prevent it becoming full of 
steam and rising to the surface.
6.—Keep the clothes well pressed down with the 
copper stick. When all the clothes are in, put the 
lid on the copper, until it boils.
7 —Boil for about 20 minutes. If boiled too long 
they will have a yellowish tin t from the soap.
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8.—Lift out on to a draining board, and allow the 
water to drain back into the copper (a clean box 
with holes in it is sometimes used).
9.—Add fresh w ater to the copper, and a little 
more soap and borax before putting in a second lot 
of clothes.
10.—When boiling coarse or greasy articles, a 
little dissolved washing soda may be added ; paraffin 
and kerosene are also very useful when boiling 
heavy, soiled articles, as workmen’s clothes or over­
alls.
SECOND RINSING.
Rinsing is necessary after boiling to further im­
prove the colour and remove all soap, etc. Iron 
mould stains may frequently be traced to soap being 
left in materials when they are blued.
BLUEING.
The process of blueing whitens materials, and 
counteracts the yellow tin t given by using soap or 
soda.
(1) See tha t the tub is quite free from traces of 
soap before making blue water.
(2) Make blue water just before it is required, as 
the sediment sinks and settles on the sides of the 
tubs. Blue spots on clothes are very hard to 
remove.
(3) Have pale blue water for white materials and 
dark blue w ater for black, blue or gray materials.
(4) If a wringer is used, make blue w ater a deeper 
shade than when wringing by hand.
(5) Open articles out well, so that they will be 
evenly tinted.
(6) Place only one or two articles in blue water 
at one time. Do not allow them to remain in the 
water.
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(7) Towels and qnilts require very pale blue 
water.
(8) L ift up and down quickly, once or twice, and 
wring o u t; place those which do not require starch­
ing in clothes basket, and put those to be starched 
on one side.
(9) When doing a large wash, make fresh blue 
v a t tr  at intervals, do not add more blue to water 
while there are any clothes in the tub.
(10) Em pty out blue w ater soon after using to 
avoid staining tubs.
WRINGING.
1.—W ringing may be done by hand or with o 
wringer.
2.—Fine articles should be squeezed, as hand 
wringing strains and breaks the threads.
3.—A wringer is an advantage as more water is 
pressed out and the clothes dry more quickly; there 
is also less danger of straining the threads.
4.—When using a wringer be careful to fold but­
tons in the inside of folds, so that they will not be 
broken, and to prevent damage to the wringer.
5.—Pillow slips and anything of a bag-like nature 
should be wrung from the closed end, so that the 
water can flow out of them, otherwise they may 
burst.
6.—If articles are properly folded before putting 
through wringer, they will dry straighter and be 
less trouble to fold.
7.—Put socks and stockings in toes first.
8.—When wringing by hand, fold articles in nar­
row strip, wring carefully to avoid straining the 
threads.
9.—Shake out well after wringing.
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GENERAL RULES FOR USING BOILED 
STARCH.
Starching—for recipe boiled starch, see page 21.
1.—Use warm starch for white articles, as it is 
less likely to be lumpy and stick to the iron.
2.—Use thick starch for thin material, as it can­
not absorb or hold much starch.
3.—Use thin starch for thick material, as it ab- 
absorbs and holds the starch.
4.—Open garments out welJG before immersing 
in starch, so that they will be stiffened evenly.
5.—W ring by hand, and shake well before hang­
ing out.
6.—If an article is required very stiff, it should 
be dried before starching.
7.—Articles usually boiled starched are: 
table linen, tray  cloths, toilet covers, wearing 
apparel, trimming of underwear and lace curtains.
HANGING OUT AND DRYING.
1.—See that the lines and pegs are quite clean.
2.—Place the lines where they will get most 
sunshine and breeze. Have long, strong props. 
Sunshine whitens clothes and purifies them. A very 
strong wind blows starch out.
3.—Hang clothes out as soon after washing as 
possible.
4.—Dry white clothes in strong sunlight, coloured 
articles in the shade, flannels and woollens in a 
warm, breezy place.
5.—Turn all garments on to the wrong side.
6.—Hang all the same kinds of garments together 
for convenience when damping and folding.
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7.—Hang garments so that they will dry in their 
correct shape; peg them out along the line, do not 
‘‘loop” them as they dry out of shape.
8.—Use plenty of pegs, to prevent too great a 
strain on the edges.
9.—Let the greatest strain be on the strongest 
part, as the waist band of a skirt, etc.
10.—Garments with sleeves should be pegged by 
the shoulders or yoke. If pegged upside down the 
weight of w ater draining into the sleeves is apt to 
tear the garment under the arms (example—night­
dresses, shirts, etc.).
11.—Place the opening of articles as pillow slips, 
toward the breeze.
12.—Do not place large starched articles doubled 
over the line, as the sides will probably stick 
together and tear when being taken otf.
13.—W ear a “ peg bag apron” and use a stand for 
clothes basket—both save stooping and fatigue. 
W ear goloshes if the grass is damp, and a sun hat 
in hot weather.
METHODS OF HANGING CLOTHES.
(a) Table cloths and sheets.—Hang five or six 
inches over the line, with the selvedges perpendicu­
lar, as this is the strongest way of the material. 
Place several pegs along to keep them even. If  the 
lines are low, peg the other hem up on the line, form 
ing a “ bag.”
(b) Towels.—A few inches over the line, straight 
and even.
(c) Pillow Slips.—By the broad hem at the top, 
with the opening towards the breeze, or by closed 
end if breeze is not blowing.
(d) Skirts, underskirts, aprons, knickers, bloom­
ers.—By the waist band, using several pegs.
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(e) Night-dresses, blouses, shirts, coats, singlets. 
—By the yoke or shoulders.
(f) Children’s dresses, petticoats.—By the yoke or 
shoulders.
(g) A gathered skirt.—First by the waist band. 
When the lower part is dry, reverse it and peg up 
by the hem. I t  will not pull out of shape when it is 
dry, nor will the peg marks show. Place the open­
ing of the skirt to the wind to dry the gathers.
(h) Handkerchiefs.—May be hung in groups of 
three or four and pegged by the corners.
(i) Linen collars and cuffs.—Thread on a piece of 
taps and tie to the line. The slightest peg mark 
would show on these.
(;j) Socks and stockings.—Peg up singly by the 
toes, turning about one inch over the line.
(k) A woollen sports coat or sweater. Spread out 
on an old sheet on the grass until the weight of the 
water has gone, then pull into shape and finish dry­
ing on a coat hanger, hung on the line.
(1) Woollen shawls, and babies’ knitted garments. 
Place flat on an old sheet on a level surface. If 
pegged on the line, their own weight often stretches 
them out of shape.
DAMPING.
1.—Spread an old clean sheet on the table.
2.—Use warm water as it soaks in more evenly 
than cold.
3.—Damp white starched articles over night, or 
several hours before ironing.
4.—Damp coloured articles a short time before 
ironing so that colour will not be loosened.
5.—Damp all boiled starched articles, handker­
chiefs, and the trimming of underwear.
6.—Turn clothes on right side before damping.
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7.—Place edges and selvedges together, pull 
articles into proper shape and smooth ont creases.
8.—Place buttons and tapes inside the folds.
9.—Sprinkle water on evenly; do not make too 
damp as they take too long to iron.
10.—Fold in as straight a strip as possible, roll 
tightly, place in basket and cover with a clean 
cloth.
11.—Starched clothes should be quite dry before 
damping, so that the iron will not stick to them.
12.—Muslin and voile should be well damped so 
tha t they will not have a rough appearance when 
ironed.
FOLDING BEFORE IRONING OR MANGLING.
Table Cloths.—Fold in two, selvedge to selvedge, 
right side in ; bring selvedge back to middle on 
either side and crease along centre. Fold in half 
reverse way, roll tightly. This is for 1st. method of 
ironing.
Table Cloths, 2nd Method.—After damping, fold 
in two, right side out, roll up tightly and leave 
several hours.
Serviettes.—Fold in two, right side in, roll 
tightly.
Sheets.—Fold in two, right side in, bring centre­
fold to the selvedges, halve the length and roll.
Towels.—Fold in half lengthways, then in two 
reverse way, and roll tightly.
Pillow Slips.—Fold in two, lengthways, then 
reverse.
MANGLING.
Mangling improves the appearance of plain ar­
ticles, and_ saves a certain amount of ironing.
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Mangled articles take up less room in the linen 
press. Articles suitable are: bed-linen, towels, all 
plain ungathered articles.
RULES FOR MANGLING.
1.—Fold articles neatly and evenly.
2.—Arrange in convenient thicknesses to go 
through mangle, tu rn  steadily and do not je rk  it.
3.—If two persons do the work, there is less 
danger of creasing.
4.—If plain articles as tablecloths, are first man­
gled they are easier to iron.
5.—Fold tapes and buttons underneath.
6.—Dust the mangle before use, and tighten the 
screw.
7.'—Turn slowly, passing the articles backwards 
and forwards several times.
8.—Place the folded ends between the rollers 
first.
9.—Do not have the folds too thick, as this strains 
the mangle.
10.—Any article which has been damped before 
mangling, should be well aired before putting away.
AIRING.
1.—Clothes which have been damped for ironing 
or mangling should be well aired before putting 
away, to (a) prevent mildew; (b) prevent creasing; 
and (c) to prevent chill to the wearer.
2.—Air in sunshine if possible; if not, air by a 
fire.
3.—Open out well, so that all parts may be dried.
4.—Place on (a) a clothes horse, (b) on a line, 
,(c) over the back of a chair, (d) on a coat hanger 
for blouses, etc. _
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Ironing.
PREPARATION OP IRONING TABLE.
1.—Select a table of suitable height, and place it 
in a good light. I t  should be at least l i  yards long 
and 1 yard wide.
2.—It should have a perfectly smooth, even, un­
polished surface, and be quite steady.
3.—Place it as near the stove as possible, to save 
time and labour when changing the irons.
4.—Spread on the table a clean old blanket or rug 
without any seams in it.
5.—Over this spread smoothly an ironing sheet, 
free from joins or holes (unbleached calico makes a 
suitable one.)
6.—Tie in position with tapes.
7.—Place the iron stand at the right hand top 
corner; have ready wax and cloth for testing the 
iron (to save scorching sheet).
8.—Place a basin of clean water and a piece of 
clean, white cloth ready for use if needed in case 
the clothes have become dry.
GENERAL RULES FOR IRONING.
1.—Prepare table and have irons in readiness.
2.—Have irons very hot, but not scorching, for 
white cotton and linen articles and white silk. Test 
iron before using.
3.—Use only moderately hot irons for coloured 
articles, as great heat fades colours.
4.—Use a warm iron for woollens.
5.—Use a large, heavy iron for large plain sur­
faces, and a small iron for small, dainty articles, 
frills and gathers.
6.—Iron everything on the right side except lace, 
embroidery, and woollens.
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7.—Iron with a firm, even pressure. Lift iron 
as little as possible, and do not thump it down.
8.—Iron damped articles till quite dry.
9.—Work quickly, so that articles will not dry 
before finished.
10.—Iron small parts first, so that larger parts 
will not be crushed.
11.—Iron double parts on both sides (right side 
first), to dry them and to make them set well.
12.—Iron around fastenings, not over them.
13.—Iron trimmings before plain parts.
14.—Press the point of the iron well up into 
gathers to dry them.
15.—The plain parts of underwear may be ironed 
doubled.
16.—Iron along a selvedge or straight seam first, 
and iron the ivay of the strong thread of the fabric.
17.—Do not iron a crease down the centre of the 
following: skirt, underskirt, apron, sleeve. I t spoils 
the set of the garment.
18.—Handle carefully, so as not to crush parts 
which have already been ironed.
19.—Iron tucks or frills on both sides.
20.—Patent fasteners and buttons should be 
placed on a soft pad and ironed on wrong side.
21.—Should a part become creased, rub with a 
damp cloth and iron again.
22.—If a part becomes too dry, rub with damp 
cloth before ironing.
23.—Iron lace and embroidery on the wrong side 
on a pad, to show up pattern.
24.—Stretch the seams or tucks of new garments 
before ironing them, as the cotton sometimes 
shrinks.
25.—Smooth materials out with the hands before 
ironing.
26.—The following materials are ironed dry :— 
Tussore silk, crepe.
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27.—To make a pad on which to iron lace or em­
broidery, place a folded bath towel or small blanket 
under the ironing sheet.
CAMISOLE.—Iron trimmings on wrong side; 
then sleeves. Next iron one side of front, then the 
other, leaving the back and basque till last.
Iron till dry. Fold loosely by placing one sleeve 
in the other, centre front to centre back, then 
double.
UND ER SK IlTr.—Iron under the frill first; then 
the frill. Next iron the plain part.
I t can also be ironed on a skirt board.
BLOUSE.—Iron smallest parts first, as collars, 
culfs and tapes.
Place sleeve fiat on table. Commence ironing at 
the under seam; iron to about half an inch from 
fold. Do the other side in the same way. Open 
out the sleeve and iron down the centre fold.
Next iron yoke, if any; then one front, followed 
by the other half of the front, leaving the back till 
last.
Re-press all over if necessary.
Air and put away on coat hanger.
CHILD’S FROCK.
1.—Prepare for ironing according to kind of 
material.
2.—Iron trimmings and small parts first, pressing 
lace and embroidery on wrong side.
3.—Iron yoke, cult's, sleeves, being careful not to 
pi'css a crease down centre of sleeve.
4.—Iron seams and hem on wrong side, then iron 
skirt on right side from hem to yoke running point 
of iron well into gathers.
5.—Iron until quite dry, air on small coat hanger.
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TRAY CTiOTH.—Place on table, right side np, 
and pull gently into shape.
Iron the border first on right side and then on 
wrong.
Use a pad for worked parts and iron on wrong 
side. Iron all the plain surface on right side. Roll, 
and tie loosely.
TABLE CLOTH.—1st. method: Place on table, 
scieen folded in four.
Iron along selvedge first, then across to the fold 
on right side of damask.
Repeat the process on the other side.
Open and iron the two inside folds.
Refold and press.
Air till dry.
Double and roll without creasing; tie.
Note.—When ironing a long_cloth, keep the un­
ironed part rolled at firs t; and then roll ironed 
part.
TABLE CLOTH—2nd Method After damping, 
fold in t8vo, right side o u t; roll up tightly and leave 
several hours.
To iron the cloth, first unroll, but leave it folded 
in two right side out. Iron in two thicknesses to 
within one inch of centre fold, rolling and unrolling 
as each portion is ironed.
Next open cloth out and screen fold in four with 
right side in.
Iron centre fold, re press, if necessary, air well, 
then roll up.
A SERVIETTE.—Place flat on the ironing sheet 
right side up.
Iron along selvedge edges first, then hems.
Iron on both sides.
Screen fold on right side and iron.
Screen fold across and iron.
Show name on outside.
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HANDKERCHIEF.—The same as serviette, bnt 
do not screen fold. Fold in fancy shapes if 
desired.
IRONING MUSLIN.
It should be very damp; if too dry ; it will have a 
rough appearance.
Iron on the right side, the way of the thread.
Keep parts covered which are not already ironed, 
to prevent them getting too dry.
Embroidered muslin should be ironed on the 
wrong side to raise pattern.
Muslin with raised spots should also be ironed on 
wrong side; if the spots are far apart, iron first on 
right side and then on wrong.
Iron till quite dry, and air well to prevent them 
becoming limp.
A SKIRT.
Iron band first.
Place skirt on skirt board.
Commence from side front.
Iron firmly from hem to band.
Any flounces should be ironed first.
See rules for general ironing.
RULES FOR COLD WATER STARCHING, 
IRONING AND POLISHING.
To Make Cold Water Starch—See page 20.
STARCHING. (1) Have the hands perfectly 
clean and a clean cloth ready for wrapping 
the articles. (2) Articles must be dried before 
starching. (3) Stir starch just before using.
(4) Put in one article at a time, rubbing well be­
tween the hands, so that the inner folds may be 
thoroughly starched. (5) Roll articles in a clean 
cloth.
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IRONING.
(1) Using an ironing sheet kept for this purpose 
only.
(2) Smooth all creases out of the article.
(3) Rub each side with a clean, damp cloth.
(4) Have the irons hot, and very clean.
(5) Iron first a very little on the wrong side, to 
send the steam through to the right side.
(6) Next iron on the right side to give a gloss, 
then lightly on alternate sides till quite dry.
POLISHING.
(1) Use a polishing iron and smooth, uncovered 
lioard.
(2) Rub linen over lightly with damp cloth.
(3) The iron must be very hot and perfectly 
clean.
(4) Press heavily on the iron, tilting the point.
(5) Continue till the whole surface is polished.
FANCY IRONING.
GOFFERING.—Special irons are used for goffer­
ing, either those shaped like curling tongs, or a 
special steel goffering box, heated inside by means 
of hot, cast iron blocks.
The irons must be perfectly clean and carefully 
heated.
Test irons on white paper before use.
Articles suitable for goffering are; full flounces, 
trimming on underskirts, frilled hats.
Goffering gives a fluted or rounded appeareance.
Frills must be starched very stiffly and first ironed 
in the ordinary way.
Then place the base of the goffering tongs beneath 
the frill and firmly press both sides of frill against 
the top bars. Remove irons and move along the 
frill, commencing each time from the last flute. 
Work towards yourself.
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CRIMPING.—Use a flat paper-knife, or a piece of 
stiff paper folded to the desired width of pleat, or 
crimping tongs.
Iron frills first; place the knife under the frill, 
fold three or four folds evenly against the knife. 
W ork towards yourself to keep the pleats even.
This method is used for ruffles, fischus, frills of 
pillow slips, fancy aprons, etc.
GOFFERING TONGS.
Goffering Tongs are scissor-shaped, but with 
rounded points.
They are used for regulating fully gathered frills.
They should be slightly heated over gas or in  char­
coal stove. If  this is not carefully done the st^el 
coating cracks and eventually peels off, with the 
result tha t the surface becomes roughened, and 
sticks to the fabric.
Before using the tongs the article should be ironed 
dry.
Test the tongs before using by pressing the points 
against a piece of paper.
To use the tongs, commence at the right hand 
end. Clip the frill between the points of the iron 
and tu rn  the hand, bringing the thumb to the top.
Repeat until the frill is entirely regulated.
CRIMPING TONGS.
Crimping tongs are flat-pointed, scissor-shaped 
tongs with the inner surface of the points fluted.
They are suitable for regulating slightly gathered 
frills and for narrow  lace edgings of children’s gar­
ments.
They are heated and tested in the same way as 
goffering tongs, being careful not to spoil them by 
overheating.
To use the tongs, press the frill between the tinted 
points.
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Dry Cleaning.
This process is used for costumes, skirts, serges 
and other materials which would be injured if 
washed in the ordinary way.
DARK MATERIALS.—Shake and brush well. 
Place stained part on a pad, and rub with a small, 
clean brush or a piece of material similar to that 
being cleaned, dipped in petrol or benzine. Rub the 
way of grain from outside edge of stain to the centre 
to prevent it spreading.
Dry the article in the shade, keeping it in shape 
on a coat hanger, then bring in and press carefully.
PRESSING.—Place on ironing table, cover right 
side with dry cloth, then with a damp one, and press 
evenly and firmly with a hot iron. When the wet 
cloth becomes dry, remove it and beat in the steam 
with a small, flat board, back of clothes brush, or 
palm of hand. This will prevent the material becom­
ing shiny.
Note.—Petrol and Benzine are highly inflammable 
and should not be used in a room where there is 
any fire or artificial light.
For CREAM, WHITE, or other light-coloured 
WOOLLEN MATERIAL and W HITE FURS.— 
Heat an equal quantity of bran and hour in the oven, 
turn  it frequently to obtain an even heat and 
prevent it browning. When hot, spread it thickly 
over the soiled parts, rubbing it well in. Roll up 
and cover with a clean cloth. Allow to remain so for 
a few days then shake well and brush.
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SILKS, LACES, NETS, CREPE-DE-CHINE and 
GEORGETTE.—Put into a dish sufficient petrol to 
cover the article. Squeeze and press it in the petrol 
to remove dirt, but do not rub. Rinse in clean pet­
rol, then squeeze tightly  and shake well to remove all 
liquid. Dry as quickly as possible out of doors in 
the shade. A fter dry cleaning, do not press until 
all petrol has evaporated.
W HITE FELT HATS.—Make a paste of petrol 
and French chalk or block magnesia, or white Ful­
le r’s earth. Rub paste evenly on the felt. Allow it 
to dry, then brush off thoroughly.
GLOVES.—Place gloves in wide-necked ja r ; cover 
them with petrol or naphtha and place a tight lid 
on jar. Allow to stand a few hours.
Squeeze lightly and place on .the hands, rub with 
an old piece of clean Turkish towel till dry.
Air them for a few hours to remove the smell of 
petrol,
A little talc, powder, or French chalk, rubbed into 
white kid gloves after cleaning by the above method 
is an improvement.
Note.—Re-bottle petrol. Allow dirt to settle, pour 
off again into a clean bottle and use for coloured 
materials.
Fast and Loose Colours.
A fast colour is one in which the material has been 
made from dyed yarn, e.g., ingrain cotton or twill.
A loose colour.—The material is dyed or stamped 
after being woven.
Heat of any kind helps to loosen dye and to fade 
colours.
Avoid the use of any chemical except good soap 
in the washing.
Wash out quickly and hang to dry in the shade; 
sun fades colours.
Do not leave coloured articles lying about wet.
New coloured articles should be steeped for a 
short time in salted w ater to help set the dye and 
prevent running.
Coloured articles should not be allowed to become 
very soiled before washing, as rubbing with soap 
Helps to fade them.
Wash in clean, tepid water, made into a slight 
lather with melted soap. I t is weaker than soap 
and docs not fade clothes so much.
Knead and squeeze, avoid rubbing soap on.
Rinse well in plenty of clean water, adding salt 
ol’ vinegar to restore colour. Using 2 tablespoons 
to each gallon of water. Blue if necessary.
Dark colours look better if stiffened with gum- 
water instead of starch.
Dry in a shady, breezy place and bring in as soon 
as dry.
Damp a short time before ironing.
"When ironing, do not have the iron very hot, as 
great heat fades colour.
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Laundering Stockings.
GENERAL RULES,
1.—Treat according to the material of which they 
are made.
2.—Do not wash in water in which anything else 
has been washed.
3.—Shake dust from stockings.
4.—Wash first on right side, paying particular 
attention to the soles.
5.—Turn and wash on the wrong side.
8.—Knead and squeeze until all d irt is removed.
7.—Rinse thoroughly.
8.—When wringing, pass through the wringer 
toes first, or squeeze w ater out by rolling up from 
the foot to the knee.
9.—Peg out on wrong side, with the toes about 
1 inch over the line.
10.—When dry, fold in 3 even parts, the toes being 
on top, press if necessary.
11.—If new stockings are washed before they are 
worn, they wear better and any loose dye is 
removed.
CREAM WOOLLEN STOCKINGS.—Observe gen­
eral rules. Wash in warm water, containing soap 
jelly and ammonia; rinse in warm water.
COLOURED STOCKINGS. — Observe general 
rules; wash quickly in warm water with soap jelly,*' 
rinse in warm water, adding salt if dye is loose.
BLACK, GREY AND NAVY STOCKINGS.—Ob­
serve general rules. Use method for coloured stock­
ings, but put them through deep blue water to 
improve colour.
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WHITE SILK.—Observe general rules. Wash in 
warm water with soap jelly and a little dissolved 
borax, rinse in clean cold water, then in blue watei'.
W HITE COTTON.—Observe general rules. Wash 
and boil like ordinary white materials.
UNDYED WOOLLENS.
1.—Do not allow woollens to become very soiled 
before washing, as much rubbing and the application 
of soap tends to harden and discolour the fabric.
2.—Woollens should be washed early in the morn­
ing, on a bright, breezy day for preference. The 
more quickly they are dried the less they will 
shrink.
3.—Avoid the use of soda, washing powders, or 
fluids, these harden and discolour the m aterial; very 
hot w ater has the same effect.
Materials required: Two tubs of warm water, the 
second a little warmer than the first, soap jelly or 
lux, and dissolved borax or ammonia. 1 tablespoon 
to gallon.
Method
1.—Make a lather in the first tub with some soap 
jelly or lux; add to it a little dissolved borax or 
ammonia (to soften water and draw out d irt).
2.—Shake the garments to free them from dust 
before putting them in the lather.
3.—Knead and squeeze with the hands and lift 
up and down in the water to free the loosened d i r t , 
do not rub soap on as it hardens the fabric.
4.—W ring lightly or squeeze water out and place 
in the second tub. Rinse thoroughly to free from 
traces of soap; pass through wringer.
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5.—Shake out well and peg in a warm, breezy 
place to dry. Do not le&ve them lying about wet, 
as this tends to shrink them.
6.—When dry, shake well to raise the pile..
7.—Press on the wrong side with a moderately 
hot iron.
COLOURED WOOLLENS.
Omit ammonia and borax, add salt or vinegar to 
the rinsing water (2 tablespoon to each gallon), and 
dry in shady, breezy place.
W HITE - CORDUROY VELVETEEN.
Wash in same way as white woollens, but do not 
wring at all. Use two rinsing waters. Peg out 
dripping on the line, so that it will dry straight.
When dry, shake well.
KEROSENE OR PARAFFIN WASHING.
This method is suitable for washing the heavy, 
soiled clothing of mechanics, dairy workers, painters, 
engineers, butchers. I t saves time and labour.
Allow half a pound shredded soap and half a cup 
of kerosene to a copper of water (5 gallons), and 
bring all to a boil.
Put clothes in dry, boil rapidly 20 minutes, re­
moving any scum which arises.
Care should be taken tha t the clothes arc not 
allowed to stop boiling, as the dirt will settle in 
them and be difficult to remove. Rinse in plenty of 
hot water several times to remove dissolved greasy 
matter.
Dry out of doors in a warm, breezy place.
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Treatment of Silks.
JAPANESE SILK—WPIITE, CREAM.
Materials required: W arm water, melted soap, 
ammonia, borax, methylated spirits, blue water, gum 
water. (Recipe for Gum W ater, page 25).
1.—Very soiled or undyed silks may be steeped 
in cold water, to which dissolved borax has bee;, 
added, 1 tablespoon to a gallon.
2.—Prepare lukewarm w ater for washing, add 
dissolved borax or ammonia (1 tablespoon to a gal­
lon) and sufficient melted soap or “ L ux” to form a 
lather when beaten by the hand.
3.—Squeeze silk out of steeping water and put 
in w ater prepared for washing.
4.—Knead and squeeze silk to remove dirt, but 
avoid rubbing.
5.—Rinse well in cold w ater to which methylated 
spirits has been added in proportion of 1 dessert­
spoon to 1 gallon.
6.—White silk should be put through pale blue 
w ater to preserve colour.
7.—To give a slight stillness and gloss to silk, 
put it 'through gum water, using 1 tablespoon of 
prepared gum w ater to 1 pint of rinsing w ater; 
squeeze lightly.
8.—Fold silk evenly and roll up in a towel, and 
iron while slightly damp.
IRONING.
Iron on right side with a very clean, hot iron ; 
iron embroidered parts on wrong side on a pad.
Note.—Tussore and Assam silk are ironed when 
dry on the right side.
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COLOURED SILKS.
Materials required: Warm water, soap-jelly, salt 
or vinegar, gum water, blue water (for blue silk 
only).
Prepare warm water for washing, add soap jelly 
and make a lather.
In separate tubs prepare rinsing waters, add salt 
or vinegar, 2 tablespoons to gallon.
Blue silks may be blued and thin silks rinsed 
through Gum W ater.
Coloured silks must not be steeped.
Wash as quickly as possible, rinse at once, squeeze 
water out and roll thin silks in a towel for a short 
time then iron with a moderately hot iron, as heat 
fades colours.
Thick Fuji Silk: Dry in the shade, then damp it; 
or partly  dry it, then roll in a towel and iron soon 
afterwards with a moderately hot iron.
BLACK SILK.
Wash in same way as coloured silks. Rinse in 
deep blue water, adding a little gum water to stiffen. 
Roll in a towel to absorb water. Iron while damp 
on wrong side.
TUSSORE SILK.
Wash in same way as white Japanese silk, but do 
not blue nor stiffen.
Hang in the shade to dry, then iron on right side.
FU JI SILK.
Wash white, cream and natural Fu ji silk in same 
way as Japanese silk, do not stiffen. Wash coloured 
Fuji in same way as coloured silk.
Dry in the shade then damp before ironing or 
partly  dry and roll in a towel. Iron coloured Fuji 
soon after rolling as colour may run.
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Treatment of Laces.
W HITE LACE.
1.—Soak in cold water, with a little dissolved 
borax.
2.—Wash in warm w ater with melted soap, press­
ing dirt out, but not rubbing.
3.—Rinse in clean, v/arm w ater and put through 
pale blue water.
4.—Fold in a cloth and wring carefully.
5.—Stiffen with rice water or thin boiled starch
6.—Coarse lace may be boiled to improve colour. 
Fine lace should only be scalded.
IRONING.
1.—Iron on wrong side on a pad to show up 
pattern.
2.—Iron plain edge first, then across the width, 
pressing out the points.
3.—A lace collar may be pinned out on the pad 
in its proper shape.
COLOURED LACE.
1.—Wash quickly in warm water with melted 
soap; rinse in clean water, adding salt if the colour 
is likely to run.
2-—Stiffen with gum water. Squeeze tightly in 
a cloth and iron at once as above.
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BLACK LACE.
As above, but rinse in deep blue water. If not 
very soiled, shake well to remove dust, then dip 
in a solution of deep blue gum water.
BLANKETS (No. 1).
These are best washed on a warm windy day.
For two pair of blankets, about 1 lb. of soap is 
required, and if blankets are very soiled, more soap 
must be used. Shake blankets well before washing.
Dissolve the soap in two quarts of water, accord­
ing to recipe for melted soap (see page 20). Have 
water as hot as the hands can easily bear it, in two 
tubs. Into one tub put half the quantity of melted 
soap. Wash one blanket at a time. Knead and 
squeeze it thoroughly from one end to the other. 
Avoid rubbing with soap if possible. W ring by hand, 
and rinse the blanket thoroughly in clean, warm, 
water.
If much soiled, wash again in clean, warm water 
with the remainder of the melted soap, and rinse 
again in clean, warm water. Fold the blanket by 
selvedges into four folds, and pass through the 
wringer, then fold the opposite way by the hems, 
wring again as tightly as possible. Shake the 
blanket well.
Spread it on the line, with one end hanging 
several inches over the line. Peg it a few inches 
from the selvedge, taking care that the blanket does 
not touch the ground. When thoroughly dry, shake 
well, fold in two, selvedges together, with right 
side in, then in two again by hem. Air thoroughly 
and put away.
BLANKETS (No. 2).
1.—Prepare three tubs of warm water.
2.—Add sufficient melted soap to two of the tubs 
to make a lather.
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3.—Add 1 tablespoon of ammonia to each gallon 
of water.
4.—Shake the blankets, wash one at a time.
5.—Knead and squeeze Avell in the first water.
6.—Do the same in the second tub.
V.—Now add 1 tablespoon of ammonia to the third 
tub, and rinse well.
8.—Fold evenly and wring, or pass through a 
wringer.
9.—Dry in the wind, shake frequently. Turn 
once.
10.—Air outside, fold and roll.
CURTAINS, W HITE MUSLIN AND NET.
1.—Shake well out of doors to remove dust.
2.—Prepare a tub of warm w ater and melted 
soap and dissolved borax, or a little ammonia.
3.—Soak overnight, or for several hours before 
washing.
4.—Prepare another tub of clean, warm, soapy 
water for washing.
5 .- Squeeze curtains gently out of soaking water 
and place in tub for washing.
U.—Knead and squeeze to remove dirt. Do not 
ru t.
7.- -Rinse in clean, warm water.
8.— Place in a pillow slip or calico bag, and boil 
foi 20 minutes.
9.—Rinse well.
10.—Put through thin, boiled starch, rice water or 
gum water, and squeeze (do not tw ist).
1 1 —Place curtains wrong side out full length on 
the line, and peg at each end. The centre of cur­
tain must be on the line, and the edges made straight
fil
with the points opposite each other. Pull them 
gently into shape occasionally when drying. When 
dry, remove from line and roll up carefully to avoid 
creasing them. If put carefully on line and pulled 
gently into shape whilst drying, ironing will not be 
necessary.
If ironing is preferred, the curtain should be 
folded lengthways in two, wrong side out and points 
together, same as placed on line. Press on wrong 
side then open curtain and press out centre crease. 
Roll up from the bottom of curtain.
WASHING INFA NTS’ CLOTHING.
1.—Woollens (see page 55).
2.—Silk (see page 57).
3.—All white clothes worn next to the skin, also 
napkins, should not be laundered with cheap soap, 
soda or blue, as these have an irritating effect on 
the skin.
Care should be taken to air thoroughly.
EIDER-DOWN QUILTS.
1.—Washing. Prepare warm water and melted 
soap lather as for washing blankets and woollens.
2.—On no account use ammonia in the water.
3.—Knead and squeeze in the water until quite 
clean, changing the water several times if neces­
sary.
4.—Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap.
5.—Wringing. Remove as much water as pos­
sible by hand, then shake the quilt to disperse the 
down evenly.
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6.—Fold into a narrow strip and pass through a 
wringing machine. The down must be frequently 
shaken towards the rollers to prevent it collecting 
in front of the seams, which would burst the fabric.
7.—Drying. A fter wringing, shake well to loosen 
the down.
8.—If the day is windy, the quilt had better be 
dried on a line out of doors.
9.—If dried indoors, it must be frequently taken 
down and thoroughly shaken, otherwise the down 
sticks together and would, if left, dry in a hard 
ball.
BRAN WASHING FOR POPLIN, SIIADOW- 
TISSUE, CRETONNE, HOLLAND, STEN­
CILLED CURTAINS, CHINTZ.
1.—Shake well to remove dust.
2.—Make bran water according to recipe, page 24.
3.—The waters for washing and rinsing should be 
prepared before commencing to wash, and all the 
processes completed as quickly as possible to pre­
vent colours running.
4.—For washing, use bran w ater diluted with an 
equal quantity of warm w ater and add soap jelly 
the quantity of which will vary according to how 
soiled the article has become.
5.—For rinsing, use undiluted bran w ater if 
article requires to be stiffened; and add salt or 
vinegar, 2 tablespoons to a gallon.
If  little or no stiffness is required, dilute the bran 
water accordingly, and add salt or vinegar as above.
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6.—Mace article in washing water and wash 
quickly by kneading and squeezing to remove dirt.
7.—Rinse and squeeze lightly by hand.
8.—Fold with a cloth between the folds and wring 
by machine as tightly as possible.
9.—If material is not very thick iron at once on 
wrong side with a moderately hot iron.
10.—Thick materials should be hung in a shady 
breezy place and ironed when nearly dry.
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